HOW TO PLAY:
All the words below appear in the puzzle — horizontally, vertically, diagonally, even backward. Find them and circle their letters. The leftover letters spell the Teleword.

RICHARD GERE Solution: 9 letters

Ache, American, Aura, Award, Buddhist, Chic, Club, Commissioner, Cotton, Drive, Fame, Fear, Ghost, Grease, Grin, Handsome, Hard, Hollywood, Homer, Jackal, Jones, Julia, Lama, Lancelot, Lolita, Mail, Meet, Moore, Musical, Nice, Officer, Olin, Oscar, Primal, Rare, Review, Scene, Seattle, Shrew, Site, Sommersby, Sort, Stampler, Star, Street, Think, Tibet, Treat, Very, Wall, Write, Yanks, Zhuo.

Answer: GENTLEMAN